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Abstract

The Northwest Tropical Atlantic (NWTA) is a region with complex surface ocean circulation. The most prominent feature is

the North Brazil Current (NBC) and its retroflection at 8ºN that leads to the formation of numerous mesoscale eddies known

as NBC rings. The NWTA also receives the outflow of the Amazon River, generating freshwater plumes that can extend up to

100,000 km2. These two processes affect the spatial variability of the region’s surface latent heat flux (LHF). First, the presence

of surface freshwater modifies the vertical stratification of the ocean limiting the amount of heat that can be released to the

atmosphere. Second, they create a highly heterogeneous mesoscale sea-surface temperature (SST) field that directly influences

near-surface atmospheric circulation. These effects are illustrated byd from the ElUcidating the RolE of Cloud-Circulation

Coupling in ClimAte - Ocean Atmosphere (EUREC4A-OA) and Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction Campaign

(ATOMIC) experiments, satellite and reanalysis data. We decompose the LHF budget into several terms controlled by different

atmospheric and oceanic processes to identify the mechanisms leading to LHF changes. We find LHF variations of up to 160

W m2, of which 100 W m2 are associated with wind speed changes and 40 W m2 with SST variations. Surface currents or

stratification-change associated heat release remain as second-order contributions with LHF variations of less than 10 W m2

each. Although this study is limited by the paucity of collocated observations, it highlights the importance of considering these

three components to properly characterize LHF variability at different spatial scales.
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Key Points:11

• Latent heat flux (LHF) presents strong spatial variations in the northwest trop-12

ical Atlantic (NWTA), which has a complex ocean circulation.13

• Surface winds and sea surface temperature are the major drivers of LHF changes.14

The Amazon plume remains as a second-order contributor.15

• It is necessary to distinguish between spatial scales (mesoscale and below versus16

large-scale) when assessing the ocean’s influence on LHF.17
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Abstract18

The Northwest Tropical Atlantic (NWTA) is a region with complex surface ocean cir-19

culation. The most prominent feature is the North Brazil Current (NBC) and its retroflec-20

tion at 8ºN that leads to the formation of numerous mesoscale eddies known as NBC rings.21

The NWTA also receives the outflow of the Amazon River, generating freshwater plumes22

that can extend up to 100,000 km2. These two processes affect the spatial variability of23

the region’s surface latent heat flux (LHF). First, the presence of surface freshwater mod-24

ifies the vertical stratification of the ocean limiting the amount of heat that can be re-25

leased to the atmosphere. Second, they create a highly heterogeneous mesoscale sea-surface26

temperature (SST) field that directly influences near-surface atmospheric circulation. These27

effects are illustrated by observations from the ElUcidating the RolE of Cloud-Circulation28

Coupling in ClimAte - Ocean Atmosphere (EUREC4A-OA) and Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-29

Atmosphere Interaction Campaign (ATOMIC) experiments, satellite and reanalysis data.30

We decompose the LHF budget into several terms controlled by different atmospheric31

and oceanic processes to identify the mechanisms leading to LHF changes. We find LHF32

variations of up to 160 W m2, of which 100 W m2 are associated with wind speed changes33

and 40 W m2 with SST variations. Surface currents or stratification-change associated34

heat release remain as second-order contributions with LHF variations of less than 10 W m2
35

each. Although this study is limited by the paucity of collocated observations, it high-36

lights the importance of considering these three components to properly characterize LHF37

variability at different spatial scales.38

Plain Language Summary39

The Northwest Tropical Atlantic (NWTA) is a region with a complex ocean cir-40

culation. It is dominated by the North Brazil Current (NBC), which parallel to the South41

American coast and changes its direction at 8ºN. This leads to the formation of closed42

swirling circulations known as NBC rings. The NWTA also receives the outflow of the43

Amazon River. These two features affect the heat exchange between the ocean and the44

atmosphere associated with water evaporation (latent heat flux, LHF) as they modify45

sea surface temperature, salinity and the near-surface atmospheric circulation. Here, we46

use the observations collected from the ElUcidating the RolE of Cloud-Circulation Cou-47

pling in ClimAte - Ocean Atmosphere (EUREC4A-OA) and Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-48

Atmosphere Interaction Campaign (ATOMIC) experiments, satellite data and combined49

observations with models to identify the key mechanisms leading to such LHF variations.50

More of 60% of them are associated to surface winds whilst sea surface temperature is51

behind a 25%. The Amazon outflow accounts for less than 10%. Although this study is52

limited by the paucity of oceanic, atmospheric and air-sea interface observations located53

at the same point in time and space, it highlights the importance of considering these54

three components to properly describe LHF variability.55

1 Introduction56

The Northwest Tropical Atlantic (NWTA) near the mouth of the Amazon River57

is a region of complex surface ocean dynamics (Fig. 1a, the black box delineating the NWTA)58

at the transition between equatorial and subtropical waters. The most prominent fea-59

ture is the North Brazil Current (NBC), which flows northward parallel to the South Amer-60

ican coast. The NBC retroflects at about 8 ◦N and forms the North Equatorial Coun-61

tercurrent. The NBC current system is closely connected to two important oceanic fea-62

tures: the Amazon River freshwater plume (Reverdin et al., 2021) and NBC rings (Johns63

et al., 1990; Richardson et al., 1994).64

The Amazon is the world’s most powerful river system, accounting for half of the65

total Atlantic river discharge (Gévaudan et al., 2021) and one fifth of the global river fresh-66

water input to the ocean (Dai & Trenberth, 2002). The extension of the Amazon River67
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discharge, although minimal between January and March (Fournier et al., 2015), creates68

strong spatial heterogeneity in the sea surface salinity (SSS) field (Fig. 1a), which also69

affects upper ocean temperatures. Indeed, SSS can affect SST through its influence on70

the upper ocean stratification. When salinity dominates ocean stratification, the ocean71

layer in direct contact with the atmosphere which is named the mixed layer (ML), be-72

comes thinner. This situation favors the formation of the so-called barrier layers (BLs)73

at the base of the ML which might support the development of a temperature inversion74

(Anderson et al., 1996; de Boyer Montégut et al., 2007; Foltz & McPhaden, 2009; Vialard75

& Delecluse, 1998; Mignot et al., 2012; Mahadevan et al., 2016; Krishnamohan et al., 2019).76

In case of an established BL, heat and momentum inputs are often limited to the shal-77

low ML which reacts quicker to the atmospheric forcing and cools (warms) more rapidly78

in winter (summer) as a consequence of the inhibition (enhancement) of the interaction79

with the deeper ocean (Miller, 1976; Sprintall & Tomczak, 1992). This leads to nega-80

tive (positive) SST anomalies relative to their environment over the Amazon River plume81

and hence to reduced (increased) air-sea heat fluxes. However, the importance of this82

response is still debated, as observational studies suggest a strong impact (Pailler et al.,83

1999; Foltz & McPhaden, 2009) of BLs on SST, which models do not seem to reproduce84

(Breugem et al., 2008; Balaguru et al., 2012; Hernandez et al., 2016).85

The shape and extent of the Amazon River plume is often modified by the local86

circulation induced by the NBC rings (Reverdin et al., 2021; Olivier et al., 2022) and Fig. 1a.87

They form at the NBC retroflection and move northwest towards the Lesser Antilles where88

they coalesce and dissipate due to their interaction with the complex topography (Fratantoni89

& Richardson, 2006; Jochumsen et al., 2010; Andrade-Canto & Beron-Vera, 2022; Subi-90

rade et al., 2023) and Fig. 1b. These eddies can modify the SST and SSS fields in the91

region in two different ways: by transporting the water trapped in their core during their92

formation (eddy trapping) and/or by stirring the surrounding waters, inducing the for-93

mation of cross-slope filaments that further cascade into smaller submesoscale structures94

(eddy stirring) (Olivier et al., 2022; Subirade et al., 2023). The NBC rings are charac-95

terized by a mean radius of 200 km (Fratantoni & Richardson, 2006), a vertical extent96

that varies between 200-300 m to 1000 m (Fratantoni & Richardson, 2006; Fratantoni97

& Glickson, 2002; Johns et al., 2003), azimuthal velocities between 0. 1 to 0.17 m s−1
98

and a northwestward mean translation velocity between 8 and 15 km day−1 (Fratantoni99

& Richardson, 2006; Johns et al., 2003; Garraffo et al., 2003; Didden & Schott, 1993; Jochum-100

sen et al., 2010). The NBC rings play an essential role in the interhemispheric transport101

of mass, heat, salt, and biogeochemical properties of the ocean, and thus make an im-102

portant contribution to the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (Johns et al.,103

2003). While most studies of the rings have focused on their biogeochemical and/or phys-104

ical properties (Olivier et al., 2022; Subirade et al., 2023), little has been done regard-105

ing their impact on air-sea heat fluxes and, in particular, on the latent heat flux (LHF).106

There is considerable evidence in the literature that SST gradients at the mesoscale107

(O(10-200) km) modify the lower atmosphere and hence air-sea heat fluxes (Bishop et108

al., 2017; Acquistapace et al., 2022). There are two documented mechanisms that drive109

such modifications: the downward momentum mixing (DMM) mechanism (Hayes et al.,110

1989; Wallace et al., 1989) and the pressure adjustment (PA) mechanism (Lindzen & Nigam,111

1987). In the DMM mechanism, the presence of warm SST anomalies destabilizes the112

marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) and enhances vertical motion. This fact113

favors the entrainment of drier air from the free troposphere into the MABL, thereby114

increasing the near-surface wind speed. In turn, the PA mechanism states that surface115

wind convergence (divergence) is generated over SST maxima (minima) as the warm (cold)116

SST patches generate surface pressure lows (highs).117

The effect of these two mechanisms is documented from hourly to weekly time scales118

in several parts of the world ocean. For example, Frenger et al. (2013) show that mesoscale119

eddies control the atmospheric response in terms of winds, clouds, and precipitation via120
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the DMM mechanism on weekly time scales in the Southern Ocean. A similar result has121

been obtained in the Gulf Stream region (Minobe et al., 2008), the Kuroshio extension122

(Xu et al., 2011; J. Ma et al., 2015; L. Chen et al., 2017), in the South China Sea (H. Liu123

et al., 2018; Y. Liu et al., 2020), and in the Agulhas (O’Neill et al., 2005) and Malvinas124

(Villas Bôas et al., 2015; Leyba et al., 2017) currents. In addition, there is evidence that125

the submesoscale (O(1-10) km) SST gradients can also influence the surface wind response126

(Meroni et al., 2018; Gaube et al., 2019), generating LHF values significantly larger than127

the state-of-the-art parameterizations would suggest (Shao et al., 2019). In turn, PA has128

been shown to influence clouds and precipitation in the cold wakes of tropical cyclones129

(Z. Ma et al., 2020) through a cross-track secondary circulation (Pasquero et al., 2021).130

The relative importance of DMM and PA in the northwest tropical Atlantic in mod-131

ifying the LHF has been assessed by Fernández et al. (2023) using satellite data. In this132

region, LHF gradients of more than 50 W m−2 are observed, an amount that accounts133

for more than 40% of the climatology (Fig. 1b). They find that DMM largely dominates134

over PA when the small-scale (features of less than 150 km) SST-near-surface-atmosphere135

interactions are considered. If the total increase in LHF per ◦C of SST is about 33 %136

of the climatology, 28 % is due solely to the changes in winds and specific humidity from137

the MABL thickening (dynamic contribution) and the remaining 5 % is due to the fact138

that warmer air is able to hold more moisture (thermodynamic contribution).139

Thus, the DMM provides the ”top-down” physical mechanism by which the mesoscale140

SST affects the near-surface atmosphere, a process known as the thermal feedback (TFB)141

(Renault et al., 2019). However, surface ocean currents also influence surface stress and142

wind in a ”bottom-up” process known as the current feedback (CFB) (Bye, 1985; Chel-143

ton et al., 2001). A surface current anomaly with the same (opposite) direction as the144

surface wind speed creates a negative (positive) relative wind anomaly, thereby decreas-145

ing (increasing) LHF (Renault et al., 2016; Takatama & Schneider, 2017). Thus, statis-146

tically, the CFB does not have a systematic effect on the near-surface wind magnitude,147

as a current anomaly can induce a positive or negative wind anomaly depending on the148

relative orientation of the surface current to the surface wind.149

The purpose of this study is to quantify how all the processes described in the pre-150

vious sections affect the LHF in the NWTA during winter. To this end, we make use of151

the in-situ observations collected during the EUREC4A-OA (ElUcidating the RolE of152

Cloud-Circulation Coupling in ClimAte -Ocean Atmosphere www.eurec4a.eu) and At-153

lantic Tradewind Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction Campaign (ATOMIC) field154

experiment (Stevens et al., 2021; Subirade et al., 2023). Aiming to improve the under-155

standing of the interplay between clouds and shallow convection in the atmosphere, as156

well as small-scale air-sea interactions in the NWTA (and their role in climate), EUREC4A-157

OA and ATOMIC took place between the 12th of January and the 23rd of February 2020.158

Unprecedented, high-resolution observational data were collected using cutting-edge tech-159

nology on aircraft, ships, autonomous vehicles, and the Barbados Cloud Observatory time160

series (Stevens et al., 2021; Quinn et al., 2021; Karstensen et al., 2020; Speich, 2021).161

A wide range of innovative and standard observing platforms were deployed, including162

Saildrones, ocean gliders, wave gliders, surface buoys, profiling floats, and 4 research ves-163

sels (RVs). The paper is organized as follows. The data sources are presented in section 2.164

The different methods used to analyze the upper ocean, the air-sea interface and the ver-165

tical profiles of the atmosphere are described in section 3, and a discussion of the main166

results is given in section 4. A conclusion follows in section 5.167
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Figure 1. (a) Major dynamic features of the western equatorial Atlantic (arrows) superim-

posed on the SSS field averaged between 17th and 19th February 2020. The SSS field comes from

the 4.0 version SMAP-SSS level 3, 8-day running mean gridded product (Meissner et al., 2019).

The black box delineates what is referred to in the main text as the NWTA, the region where

all the observations used in this article were measured. (b) Zoom in on the NWTA, the contours

represent the mean February 2008-2018 LHF from SeaFlux (Clayson et al., 2014) and the shading

shows the seafloor depth from the ETOPO2 product (Ducet et al., 2000). Detailed information

on all datasets in this figure can be found in the section 2.

2 Data168

2.1 In-situ Data169

The EUREC4A-OA/ATOMIC campaigns involved the participation of four RVs:170

RV Atalante from France (Speich, 2021), RV Maria Sybilla Merian hereafter referred to171

as Merian from Germany (Karstensen et al., 2020), RV Meteor from Germany (Mohr172

et al., 2020), and RV Ronald Harmon Brown hereafter referred to as Ron Brown from173

the United States (Quinn et al., 2021). These cruises provided numerous in-situ mea-174

surements of the vertical structure of the ocean and atmosphere as well as the air-sea175

interface.176

To study the vertical structure of the ocean in the NWTA, we use the vertical pro-177

files of temperature, salinity and density from all sampling devices launched from the178

four RVs: CTDs; underway CTDs (uCTDs) (only from Atalante, Merian and Meteor),179

moving vessel profilers (MVP) (from Atalante and Merian), Argo profiling float mea-180

surements, a number of underwater electric gliders (Kraken, IFM03, IFM09, IFM12, SG579,181

SG620 and SG637) (Subirade et al., 2023; Stevens et al., 2021; Speich, 2021; Karstensen182

et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2021). We remove the vertical profiles from which the salin-183

ity and/or temperature value closest to the surface are missing. We consider these val-184

ues to be the SSS and SST and we need them in order to associate each profile to a wa-185

ter mass as detailed below. After this operation, we are left with 1141 profiles in the NWTA186

with a vertical resolution of 0.5 m depth between January 17, 2020 and February 16, 2020.187

Special emphasis is placed on the 736 Atalante MVP vertical profiles sampled between188

the 2nd and the 5th of February 2020.189

RV Atalante and RV Merian also provided many ship-based surface measurements.190

In particular, we use the air-sea interface measurements from the Atalante mast. Again,191

we focus on the mast data starting on 2nd February 2020 and ending on 5th February192

2020. They are provided at 1 second time resolution, although all data are averaged over193

10 minute intervals prior to all calculations to smooth out ship motion. The variables194

used include air pressure, relative humidity, air temperature and horizontal wind speed195

measured by the Vaisala WTX 520 weather station at 16 m for temperature and humid-196
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ity and 17 m for wind speed. To compute the radiative forcing at the surface, we also197

use the net shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes provided by the Campbell CNR4198

pyranometer and pyrgeometer installed on the mast. In addition, we exploit the SST-199

SSS values provided by the Seacat SBE21 thermosalinograph (TSG) at 5 m depth in-200

stalled on the Atalante, and the the X-band radar derived surface currents from the Merian201

between the 2nd and the 5th of February. We collocate both measurements with the Ata-202

lante meteorological mast to compute air-sea fluxes as described in section 1 of the Ap-203

pendix.204

Between the 2nd and the 5th of February 2020, 60 radiosondes (RS) were launched205

from the Atalante (Stephan et al., 2021). The RSs use water vapor mixing ratio (WVMR),206

pressure, relative humidity, air temperature, wind direction, wind speed, specific humid-207

ity, altitude, potential temperature. Each RS is associated with the nearest SST-SSS SBE21208

TSG pair as described in section 1 of the Appendix. In addition, the Atmospheric Ra-209

man Temperature and Humidity Sounder (ARTHUS, Lange et al. (2019)) and two Doppler210

lidars (DLs, Pearson et al. (2009)) from the University of Hohenheim were deployed and211

operated from the Merian between January 25, 2020 and February 18, 2020. In this study212

we focus only on the vertical profiles between the 2nd and the 5th of February 2020 and213

use the low-resolution data version with averaged vertical profiles every 10 minutes, which214

allows us to filter out possible effects of ship motion. From ARTHUS we take the backscat-215

ter ratio (BR), air temperature and WVMR vertical profiles, which we then convert to216

specific humidity. From the DLs we take the horizontal and vertical wind speed verti-217

cal profiles. Note that while ARTHUS provides data from 225 m to 3025 m with 50 m218

spacing between levels, the vertical profiles from the DLs contain 56 vertical levels be-219

tween 250 m and 3000 m with 50 m spacing. To resolve this mismatch, we perform a lin-220

ear interpolation from the ARTHUS vertical resolution to the DLs vertical resolution (or221

a near-neighbor approximation if no data are available in the corresponding height level).222

Like before, we associate an SST-SSS pair from the Merian SBE38 TSG to each verti-223

cal profile.224

This study also benefits from the unprecedented view of the upper ocean at the air-225

sea interface provided by the three NASA-funded Saildrones (SD1026, SD1060 and SD1061)226

(Hall et al., 2022; L’Hégaret et al., 2022) and the two NOAA-funded Saildrones (SD1063227

and SD1064) (Quinn et al., 2021; L’Hégaret et al., 2022) deployed during the EUREC4A-228

OA/ATOMIC campaigns. These uncrewed surface vehicles sampled the upper ocean and229

the air-sea interface (Zhang et al., 2019) at very high temporal and spatial resolution (SD1026,230

SD1060, SD1061 and SD1063 sample at 1-minute time resolution and SD1064 at 5-minute231

rate). The three NASA Saildrones along with SD1063 monitored the ocean eddy cor-232

ridor near the South American coast (see Fig. 1 of Stevens et al. (2021) for specific lo-233

cations) between January 17 and March 2, 2020, and January 13 and March 5, 2020, re-234

spectively. In turn, SD1064 passed over the eddy corridor and the open Atlantic Ocean235

(see Fig. 1 of Stevens et al. (2021) for specific locations) during the period of January236

13 to April 11, 2020.237

We use SST and SSS measurements from all five Saildrones during the entire sam-238

pling period (from January to April). These two variables are collected by a SeaBirdE37-239

SMP-ODO microcat at 0.5 m depth in all cases. To compute LHF, we also consider sur-240

face pressure, near-surface horizontal wind components, near-surface relative humidity,241

which we then convert to specific humidity, air temperature, and surface currents (only242

available in SD1063 and SD1064). Details on the various instruments that measure these243

variables and their installation heights are given in Table 1.244
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Table 1. Information on the devices measuring some of the air-sea interface variables used in

this paper as well as their installed height in SD1063 and SD1064.

Variable SD1063 device SD1064 device Installed height

Air pressure Vaisala Barometer 112790 Vaisala Barometer 1120788 0.2

RH / Air temperature Rotronic HC2-S3 AT/RH Rotronic AT/RH (0020245866) 2.3

Wind speed Gill Anemometer (W182202) Gill Anemometer (W181435) 5.2

Shortwave radiation Delta-T Shaded Radiometer (A2047) Delta-T Shaded Radiometer (A2045) 2.8

Longwave radiation Eppley Radiometer (38873F3) Eppley Radiometer (3277OF3) 0.8

Surface currents Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler -6

2.2 Satellite and Reanalysis Data245

We rely on daily satellite maps of SST, SSS and Absolute Dynamic Topography246

(ADT) to provide a broad overview of the environmental conditions in which the in-situ247

measurements take place.248

The salinity maps are from the SMAP-SSS Level 3, 8-day running mean gridded249

product (Meissner et al., 2019). This product provides daily fields with a spatial reso-250

lution of 0.25 ◦. The product is optimized for the Northwest Tropical Atlantic in Febru-251

ary 2020 and is designed to provide the best possible representation of Amazon plume252

variability. The product, its uncertainties, and the comparison between TSG salinity and253

satellite SSS are detailed in Reverdin et al. (2021).254

Daily SST maps are derived from the MUR-JPL dataset. This satellite product pro-255

vides high-resolution SST values distributed over a global 0.01◦ × 0.01◦ grid. SST val-256

ues from the version 4 Multiscale Ultrahigh Resolution (MUR) Level 4 analysis (Chin257

et al., 2017) are based on nighttime observations from several instruments, including the258

NASA Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E), the JAXA Advanced259

Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 on GCOM-W1, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spec-260

troradiometers (MODIS) on the NASA Aqua and Terra platforms, the US Navy Wind-261

Sat microwave radiometer, the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)262

on several NOAA satellites, and in-situ SST observations from the NOAA iQuam project.263

Daily results are obtained using a multi-scale variational approach that combines all avail-264

able observations.265

The satellite-based LHF is taken from the SeaFlux dataset (Clayson et al., 2014).266

The SeaFlux version used in this paper is called SeaFluxV3 and uses a nonlinear neu-267

ral network technique to estimate near-surface air properties from microwave radiances268

(Roberts et al., 2010). To compute surface turbulent fluxes from near-surface variables,269

SeaFlux uses a neural network version of the COARE3.0 algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003).270

This dataset has a spatial resolution of nearly 25 km and a temporal resolution of 1 hour.271

Only daily averages of LHF are considered for the period 2008-2018.272

To better understand the surface ocean circulation around the in-situ measurements,273

we use the daily ADT maps at 0.25 ◦ resolution from the AVISO product (Ducet et al.,274

2000). It combines data from all available satellites for the period 1993 to present. With275

this ADT field, the TOEddies algorithm developed by Laxenaire et al. (2018) identifies276
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eddies and their trajectories using the closed contours of the ADT as well as the max-277

imum geostrophic velocity associated with the eddy. We also evaluate the seafloor depth278

map in the NWTA using the ETOPO2 dataset (Smith & Sandwell, 1997) at a 2-minute279

latitude/longitude spatial resolution.280

To investigate the behavior of the marine atmospheric boundary layer height (MABLH)281

in regions where atmospheric in-situ data are missing, we use the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach282

et al., 2020). Note that ERA5 does not include coupling with an ocean model, but it is283

forced at the lower boundary by the Hadley Center Sea Ice and Sea Surface Tempera-284

ture (HadISST) dataset as well as the Climate Change Initiative (ESA-CCI) until 2007285

(Merchant et al., 2014) and the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Ice Analy-286

sis (OSTIA) in the modern period (Donlon et al., 2007). ERA5 has a spatial resolution287

of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and a time resolution of 1 hour. We consider only the MABLH between288

2nd and 5th and between 16th and 19th of February 2020, which we collocate with the289

corresponding in-situ observations as described in section 1 of the Appendix.290

3 Methodology291

Prior to all calculations, we remove the diurnal cycle from several atmospheric and292

air-sea interface variables using a (multi-channel) singular spectrum analysis ((MC-)SSA)293

(Groth et al., 2017) as the imprint of diurnal warming on the near-surface circulation294

introduces an additional LHF variability source which masks the effects of some of the295

processes we want to assess here. The reader is referred to section 2 of the Appendix for296

a more detailed discussion on this point.297

3.1 Water Mass Detection298

We apply a k-means clustering method (Lloyd, 1982) to the SST-SSS fields from299

all five Saildrones to separate the different water masses sampled in the NWTA. We choose300

the Saildrone data fields to perform k-means because they sample the NWTA extensively301

(Fig. 2a): from the relatively quiet open ocean to the active NBC eddy corridor region302

near the South American coast. In addition, their sampling period is the longest among303

all other sampling devices: from 13th January to 11th April 2020.304

k-means requires a predetermined number of k clusters, followed by a series of eval-305

uations to assess the performance of the previous clustering. The k mutually exclusive306

clusters are characterized by its centroid, and the SST-SSS observations are grouped ac-307

cording to their distance to this centroid in SST-SSS space, with the condition that the308

sum of the squared Euclidean distance within each cluster is minimized. After several309

tests, we set k = 6. This choice identifies six water masses with different oceanic verti-310

cal structures and allows us to link them to the physical mechanisms and situations in311

which they were formed.312

3.2 Ocean Vertical Structure313

We study the vertical stratification of the ocean using all the temperature, salin-314

ity, and density profiles collected by the 4 RVs. First, we apply a linear interpolation to315

all the vertical profiles to fill missing values and filter them with a 5 point moving av-316

erage (2.5 m) to eliminate small-scale noise. Then, we compute the mixed layer depth317

(MLD) from the vertical density profiles as in Y. Chen et al. (2022). To do so, we first318

estimate the gradient (first derivative) and curvature (second derivative) of the profiles319

using central differences. The derivatives along the profile edges are computed with one-320

sided differences. We then estimate the MLD as the depth with the maximum level of321

curvature, closest to the absolute maximum in potential density anomaly gradient, ex-322

ceeding the surface density value by more than 0.03 kg m−3 and whose vertical gradi-323

ent is greater than 0.0015 kg m−4. Among other gradient and threshold methods, we find324
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this MLD detection algorithm to be very sensitive to the effects of salinity variations on325

density in the NWTA.326

MLD = depth where



∂2σ0

∂z2 maximum closest to the ∂σ0

∂z absolute maximum

σ0 > σ0,surf + 0.03

∂σ0

∂z > 0.0015 kg m−4

(1)

where σ0 is potential density anomaly with respect to a reference pressure of 0 dbar. In327

regions with strong salinity-driven stratification, such as river plumes, there may be some328

decoupling between haline and thermal stratification. Therefore, to characterize the rel-329

ative importance of salinity in ocean stratification, we rely on the OSSMLD indicator (Maes330

& O’Kane, 2014; Gévaudan et al., 2021):331

OSSMLD =

〈
N2

S

〉
⟨N2⟩

, (2)

where angle brackets denote vertical integrals in the ocean profile down to the MLD,332

namely333

⟨•⟩MLD =
1

MLD

∫ 0

−MLD

• dz (3)

N2 represents the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and accounts for the total stratification334

of the ocean. It is expressed in terms of the density profile, the Earth’s gravity (g), and335

the reference seawater density (ρ0), which we set here to 1026 g kg−3 as in Gévaudan336

et al. (2021):337

N2 = − g

ρ0

∂ρ (T, S)

∂z
(4)

The Brunt-Väisälä frequency can be decomposed as the sum of the stratification338

due to temperature (N2
T ) and the stratification due to salinity (N2

S):339

N2 = N2
S +N2

T , (5)

with340

N2
S =

g

ρ0

∂ρ (T0, S)

∂z
and N2

T =
g

ρ0

∂ρ (T, S0)

∂z
. (6)

T0 and S0 are constant representative temperature and salinity values equal to the341

average temperature and salinity values in the ML of each vertical profile. Like in Hernandez342

et al. (2016), we choose to calculate N2
S as the difference between N2 and N2

T . There-343

fore, OSSMLD is the contribution of the salinity stratification N2
S to the total stratifi-344

cation N2, both averaged in the ML, expressed as a percentage of N2.345

The decoupling of haline and thermal stratification leads to the formation of bar-346

rier layers (BLs) (Godfrey & Lindstrom, 1989; Lukas & Lindstrom, 1991). A quick in-347

spection of all temperature, salinity, and density profiles shows that a shallow layer of348
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constant salinity corresponding to the Amazon plume coexists with a thicker layer where349

temperature does not either decrease monotonically or remain almost constant. The for-350

mer represents the actual ML computed from the density profiles while the latter cor-351

responds to the existing ML before the inflow of the plume. As in de Boyer Montégut352

et al. (2004) and de Boyer Montégut et al. (2007), we define the lower boundary of that353

second layer (hereafter referred to as THERM) as the deepest level at which a temper-354

ature decrease of 0.2 ◦C occurs with respect to the 10 m-depth temperature:355

THERM = depth where [T = T10m − 0.2 ◦C] (7)

We choose the 10 m depth temperature as the reference to avoid the effects of di-356

urnal warming (we do not remove the diurnal cycle from the ocean vertical profiles as357

justified in section 2 of the Appendix). Thus, the barrier layer thickness (BLT) is defined358

as the difference between THERM and MLD, where THERM is deeper than MLD (Sprintall359

& Tomczak, 1992). The presence of a BL limits the interaction between the ML and the360

ocean interior by inhibiting vertical water motion, thereby controlling the MLD heat con-361

tent (OHCMLD) per unit of area, which we estimate as:362

OHCMLD =

∫ 0

MLD

ρ0Cp (T − TMLD) dz (8)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater and T is water temperature. The pres-363

ence of a surface fresh layer inhibits vertical mixing in the ocean as the layer’s density364

is lower than that of the ocean below it. This situation is reversed if the surface fresher365

layer SST is lowered sufficiently by an amount ∆T that its effect on density (α ∆T) over-366

comes the stable density stratification provided by salinity (-β ∆S). Where ∆S is the salin-367

ity difference between the fresh ML and the salinity just below it, β is the salinity con-368

traction coefficient, and α is the thermal expansion coefficient. The values used for all369

constants are given in the table 2. For a given cooling rate (Q), the temperature change370

achieved over an ocean layer of depth equal to the MLD in time ∆t is:371

∆T =
Q∆t

ρ0CpMLD
. (9)

Thus, the time taken to achieve the drop in temperature ∆T which overcomes ∆S372

reads (Mahadevan et al., 2016):373

∆t =
ρ0 Cp MLD

Q

β ∆S

α
. (10)

Within the Amazon River plume, THERM is significantly deeper than the shal-374

low MLD driven by salinity stratification. As shown in the next section, we often found375

warm temperature layers (and temperature inversions) trapped between the MLD and376

THERM, whose excess stored heat is not always released to the atmosphere. An esti-377

mate of this heat is given by the following expression:378

Heat potentially released =
OHCTHERM −OHCMLD

∆t
. (11)

Note that this heat release is not necessarily in the form of LHF. An increase in379

SHF and surface outgoing long wave radiation (OLR) occur at the same time. We will380

return to this point later.381

So far, all calculations have been based on the vertical temperature, salinity, and382

potential density anomaly profiles. However, we also estimate the MLD from the SD1063383
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ADCP current shear profiles where no collocated vertical temperature, salinity and den-384

sity profiles are available. To do this, we first perform a linear interpolation to the cur-385

rent profiles to fill missing values. Then, we compute the vertical shear profiles by ap-386

plying a central difference scheme to the zonal and meridional ocean current vertical pro-387

files. We expect the well-mixed ML to have a uniform current velocity. Thus, to iden-388

tify the MLD, we select the absolute shear maximum, and if it exceeds a threshold of389

5 10−4 s−1 (an empirical value chosen by the authors which works well for the data used390

as it avoids spurious MLD values related to small-scale peaks), it is considered to be an391

estimate of the MLD.392

Table 2. Characteristic values of the different seawater coefficients used in the analysis of the

vertical ocean profiles. All of them are computed from temperature, salinity and pressure using

the TEOS-10 Python module (Commission et al., 2015).

Constant Value

ρ0 [kg m−3] 1026
Cp [J kg−1 K−1] 3850

α [K−1] 3.5 10−4

β [kg g−1] 0.78

3.3 Air-sea Interface393

We compute LHF using the air-sea interface data from the RV Atalante meteoro-394

logical mast, SD1063 and SD1064. This paper uses the COARE3.5 bulk algorithm to395

obtain LHF from SST, surface winds, surface humidity, and air temperature by apply-396

ing the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) (Fairall et al., 1996; Weller & An-397

derson, 1996; Fairall et al., 2003; Edson et al., 2013). No rainfall or wave related correc-398

tions are considered, and fluxes are calculated from bulk SSTs. In addition, the cool skin399

correction to the SST is included in the LHF calculation when TSG SST data are in-400

volved.401

To quantify the contribution of each LHF forcing variable to the flux variation, we402

follow the methodology used in Tanimoto et al. (2003); Chuda et al. (2008); Yang et al.403

(2016). After some mathematical steps (see Appendix) it can be shown that:404

∆LHF = ρaLeCe[∆U (qs − q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆LHFU

+ U∆qs︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆LHFqs

−U∆q︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆LHFq

+∆U (∆qs −∆q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆LHFU,∆q

] + Residual. (12)

Here, overbars denote time averages and ∆s represent the deviations from those405

averages. ∆LHFU represents the contribution of anomalous wind speed, ∆LHFqs the con-406

tribution of anomalous saturation specific humidity (in other words, SST), and ∆LHFq407

the contribution of anomalous specific humidity. ∆LHFU,∆q is the effect on LHF due to408

the covariance between the anomalous wind speed and the specific humidity deficit, de-409

fined as the difference between saturation specific humidity and specific humidity. Fi-410

nally, the residual ensures that the LHF budget closes. ρa, Le, and Ce represent air den-411

sity, latent heat of evaporation, and moisture exchange coefficient, respectively. They are412

obtained with COARE3.5 and averaged over time. The error associated with this av-413

eraging is included in the residual.414

However, this decomposition does not distinguish between the large-scale and small-415

scale (oceanic mesoscale and below) contributions to ∆LHF, as in-situ data contain the416
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influence of all the different spatial scales. We know from the literature that this distinc-417

tion is particularly important in the wind speed response, which is directly influenced418

by small-scale SST anomalies and surface currents (Renault et al., 2019).419

To isolate the small-scale SST anomalies from the large-scale signal, we first iden-420

tify the SST-SSS front as the mean SST value when the sampling device crosses the bound-421

ary between a low-salinity and a high-salinity water mass. We then estimate the small-422

scale SST anomalies (SST’) as the difference between each SST value in the time series423

and this reference temperature. We then convert the small-scale SST anomalies to wind424

speed anomalies by multiplying by the coupling coefficient in the first row of table 3 (αTFB):425

∆UTFB = αTFB SST ′. (13)

The TFB contribution to the LHF is then computed by inserting ∆UTFB into the426

terms ∆LHFU and ∆LHFU,∆q of the equation 12. To evaluate the impact of the CFB,427

we recall how the coupling with surface flows is performed in models (Renault et al., 2019).428

In a one-dimensional flow, the wind speed value of the equation is 12:429

U = Ua − Uo, (14)

where Ua is the measured wind speed and Uo surface currents. In addition, sur-430

face currents feed back into U by an amount ∆UCFB :431

∆UCFB = αCFB Uo (15)

where αCFB is the coupling coefficient between the surface current relative vortic-432

ity and the curl of surface winds. It is given in the second row of table 3. Therefore, to433

estimate the effect of the CFB on the LHF, we first compute the terms ∆LHFU and ∆LHFU,∆q434

from equation 12 using the wind velocity resulting from equation 14. Then we calculate435

the same two terms using the winds from the difference between equations 14 and 15.436

The difference between the two estimates of ∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q corresponds to CFB437

effect.438

Table 3. Information on the different coupling coefficients.

Coefficient Description Value Reference

αTFB SST and near-surface wind magnitude 0.44 m s−1 ◦C−1 Fernández et al. (2023)

αCFB surface current vorticity and near-surface wind curl 0.3 (unitless) Renault et al. (2019)

3.4 Atmospheric Vertical Structure439

Data from ARTHUS and the DLs are used to study the vertical structure of the440

atmosphere. Following Acquistapace et al. (2022), we apply some preprocessing to re-441

move noise and analyze the atmospheric response to the SSS-SST gradients. First, we442

remove values outside reasonable ranges. The selected valid ranges for the different vari-443

ables are: from 0 to 20 g kg−1 for WVMR, from 270 to 310 K for air temperature, from444

−5 to 5 m s−1 for vertical wind speed, and from 0 to 20 m s−1 for horizontal wind speed.445

Since the air temperature decreases with height, its valid range is only between 200 and446
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3000 m. Then we define the cloud base height (CBH) as 100 m (experimental value adopted447

by the authors) below the height where the largest vertical gradient in the BR occurs,448

as in Wang and Sassen (2001). The ARTHUS and DL values higher than the cloud base449

height are masked as they are known to be unreliable within the clouds (Lange et al.,450

2019).451

We compute the marine atmospheric boundary layer height (MABLH) from the452

vertical LIDAR profiles after removing the diurnal cycle and applying the pre-processing453

described above. To this effect, we apply a rolling variance along each of the vertical WVMR454

profiles. We define the MABLH as the first maximum in the vertical WVMR variance455

profiles that exceeds a threshold of 0.2 g2 kg−2 below 1200 m height (experimental value456

adopted by the authors).457

To increase the robustness of our results, we also include the MABLH computed458

from the different RSs launched from the Atalante (Stephan et al., 2021). As in Acquistapace459

et al. (2022), we assign an SST and SSS value from the Merian TSG to each RS. Then,460

we compute the virtual potential temperature gradient (dθvdz ) starting from a height level461

of 200 m. For a given height level, we calculate the mean and standard deviation of the462

distribution composed of all the vertical gradient values underneath. If the difference dθv
dz463

of the given height level and the mean of the distribution, as well as those from the three464

following levels exceed two times the standard deviation, then the MABLH is taken as465

the mean height between the above mentioned three vertical levels. This methodology466

has been found to disregard the high wind shear values close to the surface (likely due467

to the fast RS movements after the deployment) while accounting for the presence of sev-468

eral θv inversions. The reader is referred to section 3 of the Appendix for an intercom-469

parison of different methods to compute MABLH from RS data.470

Finally, we also compare the results with the collocated ERA5 MABLHs (more de-471

tails on the collocation procedure in section 1 of the Appendix). Following Renault et472

al. (2019) and as described in Fernández et al. (2023), the mesoscale MABLH anoma-473

lies are isolated from the large-scale signal using a spatial filter. The MABLH field is smoothed474

with an isotropic Gaussian spatial filter with a standard deviation of 4 grid points at 0.25◦.475

Gaussian weights that are located at a distance greater than 3 standard deviations of476

the Gaussian (σ) are assumed to be zero. The Gaussian filter is thus applied to a (6σ477

+ 1)×(6σ + 1), which is 25 × 25 points, and is roughly equivalent to 6◦ × 6◦. The fil-478

ter cutoff is about 250 km. Small scale anomalies of the MABLH are defined as MABLH’479

= MABLH - [MABLH], where [MABLH] is the smoothed field.480

4 Results481

4.1 A Very Heterogeneous Region: Water Mass Identification482

The spatial distribution of the 6 surface water masses identified by the 5 Saildrones483

with k-means is shown in Fig. 2a and their position in the T-S diagram in Fig. 2b. North484

of Barbados, the domain is mostly dominated by the North Atlantic Subtropical Waters485

(NASWs) (similar to the NASWs in Olivier et al. (2022)) in light green (SSS < 35.9 psu).486

The clustering analysis also detects waters with the same SST-SSS centroid at 9 ◦N, 52.5 ◦W,487

shown in dark green. These waters are saltier than the NASWs (SSS > 35.9 psu). For488

simplicity, we include both waters in the same water mass, the green cluster waters (GCWs),489

since they all have SSTs around 26.72 ◦C. In the transect from 13.5 ◦N to 8 ◦N, the far-490

thest from the coast, we find the saltiest and coldest waters of the region (the cluster cen-491

troid values are 36.1 psu and 26.3 ◦C, in blue). Again, in Fig. 2 we distinguish between492

the waters with SSS less than 35.9 psu (dark blue), located north of 13 ◦N, and those493

with SSS > 35.9 psu (cyan), to highlight the different origins and locations. However,494

we will refer to these waters as cyan cluster waters (CCWs). They are also found in coastal495

upwelling systems, as shown later.496
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Closer to the coast, from 8◦N to Barbados, we find four different water masses. In497

indigo we show the retro-reflection waters (RWs), which are warm and salty (SST-SSS498

centroid of 27.22 ◦C-36.16 psu). They are located south of 9 ◦N and east of Trinidad and499

Tobago and are trapped within an anticyclonic NBC ring (A2 of Olivier et al. (2022)).500

North of the NBC retroflection we find the modified retroflection waters (MRWs) in pur-501

ple. They are slightly warmer than the RWs (SST centroid of 27.37 ◦C) and much fresher502

as a consequence of their interaction with the Amazon River outflow (SSS centroid of503

35.56 psu).504

Finally, we detect two low salinity clusters represented in gold and salmon colors505

Fig. 2. The golden waters are the warmest and freshest (SST-SSS centroid of 28.17 ◦C-506

30.6 psu) and are associated with the Amazon River plume. We refer to them hereafter507

as Amazon plume waters (APWs). They are found in the south of the NWTA, close to508

the continental shelf and mostly in the spring when the Amazon River discharge is at509

its highest during the period of study. The salmon cluster is also very fresh (33.87 psu510

as SSS centroid), but colder than the golden cluster (27.09 ◦C as SST centroid). It re-511

sults from the mixing of the colder and saltier RW and MRWs with the APWs, which512

are enhanced by the local ocean surface circulation induced by the NBC rings. In this513

paper, we call them modified Amazon plume waters (MAPWs).514

The vertical ocean structure of the 6 water masses is shown in Fig. 3. The GCWs515

and CCWs have uniform vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and density down to516

the MLD, which is about 20 m (Fig. 3a, and b). The location of THERM is not signif-517

icantly different from that of the MLD in the case of CCW whereas it is much deeper518

for GCW as a consequence of the presence of temperature inversions.519

RWs and MRWs (Fig. 3c and d respectively) show a well mixed salinity (between520

35 and 36 psu) and density profile accompanied by a 45 to 55 m thick layer of almost521

constant temperature. Below this layer the temperature decreases. In both cases, the522

MLD lies below the THERM. In fact, over RWs we find the thickest MLDs of all the re-523

gion (more than 100 m thick).524

Salinity profiles of the APWs and MAPWs (Figs. 3e and f, respectively), on the525

other hand, show a 10 m thick low-salinity layer associated with the Amazon plume, the526

base of which delimits the MLD. Temperature and density are also constant in this layer.527

Below the MLD, however, salinity and density decrease sharply while temperature re-528

mains constant until 20 m depth. It is the imprint of the ML prior to the advent of the529

plume. This situation creates a BL of about 10 m depth in APWs. Regarding MAPWs,530

THERM is located below the 2 ◦C temperature inversion at 80 m depth. In both cases,531

there is also a slight salinity change at the same depth as the temperature inversion.532

We also look at the evolution of LHF, 5.2 m wind speed (U5m), 2.3 m specific hu-533

midity (q2m), 2.3 m air temperature (T2m), and SST over the different clusters as a func-534

tion of SSS (Fig. 4). Fig. 4a shows reduced fluxes (around 150 W m−2) for APWs and535

up to 34 psu and then a jump of 50 W m−2. LHF is on average higher from 34.5 psu,536

but with a large spread. Furthermore, U5m (Fig. 4b) oscillates between 6 and 10 m s−1
537

with slightly lower values over the low salinity water masses. The SSS binning of q2m,538

T2m and SST is shown in Figs. 4c, d and e respectively. It shows larger values for the539

three variables over the low SSSs (19 g kg−1 for q2m, 27.5 ◦C for T2m, and 28.2 ◦C for540

SST) and smaller values over saltier waters (16.5 g kg−1, 26.8 ◦C, and 27.1 ◦C). The trends541

in these three variables contribute to the increase of LHF at high salinity and are in agree-542

ment with the satellite climatologies of the NWTA, which show that higher (lower) spe-543

cific humidity near (far) the coast and lower (higher) winds contribute to the decrease544

(increase) of LHF in this part of the region (open ocean) as shown in Fernández et al.545

(2023) and Fig. 1b. However, Fig. 4 does not allow us to separate the contributions of546

the different forcing variables to the overall change in LHF. In the following sections, we547

aim to understand the different mechanisms leading to changes in the forcing variables548
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and LHF, distinguishing between ocean, atmosphere, and air-sea interface processes, as549

well as between spatial scales. We do this with three study cases where the devices men-550

tioned in section 2.1 cross the freshwater Amazon plume.551

Figure 2. (a) Saildrone tracks color-coded by SST-SSS clusters. The values of the cluster

centroids are shown in the legend, where the first value corresponds to the SST (in ◦C) and the

second value represents the SSS (in psu). (b) T-S plot of all SST-SSS measurements taken by the

Saildrones, color-coded with the water masses. The black crosses indicate the position of each

cluster centroid in the diagram. Note that the green and cyan clusters are split in two according

to an SSS threshold of 35.9 psu to account for the different origins of the water subtypes.

4.2 Case 1: RVs Atalante and Merian Sample SSS-SST Front Caused552

by the Interaction between the Amazon Plume and a Cold Coastal553

SST Patch554

Between the 2nd and the 5th of February 2020, RVs Atalante and Merian sampled555

a cold SST patch several times, as shown in Fig. 5a. It developed near the coast of Suri-556

name, probably as a consequence of an upwelling event (Acquistapace et al., 2022). The557

negative SST anomaly is associated with a cyclonic eddy in the ADT field, which we name558

C1 (Fig. 5b). TOEddies also detects the presence of the NBC ring (A1) at 7 ◦N and 51 ◦W.559

The combined circulation of the two rings advects warm (Fig. 5a) and fresh waters (Fig. 5b)560

to the northwest, creating a 2 ◦C-6 psu SST-SSS gradient. As a result, four different wa-561

ter masses were sampled: APW and MAPW towards the interior of the ocean and GCW562

and CCW closer to the continental shelf (Fig. 5a).563

Fig. 6a contains the along track SST (red) and SSS (blue) values from the Atalante564

TSG. It shows that the SSS remained above 34 psu for the first 400 km and then dropped565

as the MAPWs and APWs were sampled. At the same time the SSTs crossed the 27 ◦C566

threshold. We select four representative locations along the track (crosses in Fig. 6a) and567

examine their vertical ocean structure. In Fig. 6b we observe a 30 m thick well-mixed568

temperature and salinity ML, with THERM 10 m above its base. As this profile belongs569

to the MAPWs, the SST is greater than 27 ◦C and the OSSMLD index is greater than570

50 %, meaning that salinity dominates over temperature in driving the stratification. How-571

ever, as we approach the boundaries of the plume, but still in the MAPWs (in the tran-572

sition between GCWs and MAPWs, Fig. 6c), we find that salinity and temperature con-573

tribute equally to the stratification (OSSMLD = 49 %) and that the MLD is shallower574

than THERM (10 m and 25 m, respectively). In between, we observe a warm subsur-575

face layer with a temperature anomaly of 0.7 ◦C warmer than the ML at its peak. In576

turn, the SST does not reach 27 ◦C. On the other hand, the CCW profile (Fig. 6d) shows577
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Figure 3. Mean vertical profiles of temperature (red), salinity (blue), and density (black) for

(a) GCWs, (b) CCWs, (c) RWs, (d) MRWs, (e) APWs, and (f) MAPWs. In all figures, the solid

green line marks the MLD and the dashed black line marks THERM. Data are collected from all

ocean vertical profile sampling devices in the section 2.1 between January 17 and February 16,

2020.

a well mixed 20 m thick ML. Here MLD and THERM lie very close to each other and578

the BL is not able to develop as much as the other clusters. In addition, seawater tem-579

perature dominates over salinity in driving stratification (OSSMLD of 45 %). Finally,580

the APW profile (Fig. 6e) shows a strong decoupling between thermal and haline strat-581

ification with a very fresh and warm ML of less than 10 m (OSSMLD = 72 %, salinity582

controlled stratification). THERM lies deeper than 30 m. Between the MLD and THERM583

we observe a layer of constant temperature with decreasing salinity (as shown in Fig. 3f)584

which represents the existing ML before the inflow of the Amazon plume.585

MLD estimates from all track locations derived from the Atalante MVP density586

profiles show the same tendency (Fig. 7a, plotted as a function of RV Atalante TSG SSS,587

and color-coded with the TSG SST). Shallow 10 m MLs are observed up to 32 psu, and588

their values increase with increasing SSS (decreasing SST), with MLDs as deep as 50 m.589
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The OSSMLD index shows the opposite tendency (Fig. 7b). For low salinity values (APW590

and MAPW), salinity controls the vertical stratification of the ocean and the OSSMLD591

index shows values as high as 80% - 90%. Once the SSS exceeds the value of 34 psu, the592

OSSMLD index starts to decrease and for the saltiest (coldest) part of the front, its val-593

ues are less than 50%, meaning that the vertical stratification is controlled by sea tem-594

perature.595

To quantify the decoupling between the influence of temperature and salinity on596

stratification, we compute the BLT as the difference between THERM and MLD when597

the former is deeper than the latter (Fig. 7c). The BLTs are thicker within the APW598

(up to 30 m, in agreement with Fig. 6e) and between SSS values of 34 to 35 psu (about599

10 to 20 m), in agreement with Fig. 6c and d respectively. The OHC difference between600

THERM and the MLD computed with eq. 8 shows the same pattern (Fig. 7d), as it is601

proportional to the BLT by construction. However, it is interesting to focus on the in-602

crease of the OHC difference between 34 and 35 psu, which is accompanied by higher603

SSTs (light blue and some orange colors in the scatter dots). It corresponds to the heat604

stored in the subsurface warm layers found at the boundaries of the Amazon plume (Fig. 6c,605

transition between MAPWs and GCWs). When the MLD salinity becomes large enough,606

the MLD waters become negatively buoyant and the atmospheric forcing (winds and ra-607

diative cooling of the boreal winter) is strong enough to overcome the plume-driven strat-608

ification, so that the subsurface warm layers are brought to the surface, increasing the609

SST and hence LHF. Therefore, we calculate the amount of heat potentially released us-610

ing eq. 11 between 34 and 35 psu (Fig. 7e) and obtain values between 0 and 35 W m−2,611

being the median of the distribution 1.8 W m−2. Note that this heat might not only be612

transferred to the atmosphere in the form of LHF, we also observe an increase in SHF613

and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) as a result of the SST variations. However, they614

are small compared to the LHF change. Using COARE3.5 and the Stefan-Boltzmann615

law with the wind, humidity, temperature, and SST values shown in Fig. 4, a 0.4 ◦C SST616

increase as observed between Fig. 6b and c leads to an LHF increase of 15.9 W m−2, a617

SHF increase of 3.3 W m−2, and an OLR increase of 2.5 W m−2. However, for simplic-618

ity, we consider the histogram in Fig. 7e to represent LHF only.619

LHF is also influenced by the overlying atmospheric conditions and the atmospheric620

response to SST and surface currents. Previous research has already discussed the fast621

atmospheric response to this cold SST patch and its associated SSS gradient (Acquistapace622

et al., 2022), but failed to distinguish between spatial scales (mesoscale and below as op-623

posed to large scales) and to evaluate its impact on LHF. Here we aim to answer the last624

two questions. To do so, we collocate the ARTHUS/DL vertical profiles measured by the625

RV Merian with the Merian TSG as described in section 1 of the Appendix, and select626

the warmest 25% and the coldest 25%. A more detailed analysis of the horizontal wind627

speed and specific humidity vertical profiles follows in section 4 of the Appendix. Figs. 8a628

and b show that the warmest (coldest) profiles in salmon (cyan) are characterized by higher629

(lower) horizontal and vertical wind speeds at all levels. In turn, the warmest profiles630

down to 600 m have higher specific humidity than the coldest, in contrast to the situ-631

ation above 600 m where the coldest profiles are more humid (Fig. 8c). Whereas verti-632

cal velocity profiles seem to be in agreement with DMM, horizontal wind velocity ver-633

tical profiles do not. According to DMM we would expect higher surface wind speed over634

warm waters as observed, but also a larger wind shear owing to the decoupling between635

the MABL and the free troposphere. This last feature is not observed as horizontal wind636

speeds are lower in the coldest profiles for all the height levels. Thus, it seems that the637

changes in the horizontal wind speed profiles are more linked to temporal variations rather638

than spatial variations as discussed in Acquistapace et al. (2022). Indeed, the warmest639

profiles are all located at the end of the TSG SST time series. We come back to this point640

in the following paragraphs.641
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To check the MABLH thickness variations, Fig. 8d contains the box plots of the642

coldest (left) and warmest (right) MABLH distributions using ARTHUS (red), the 60643

Atalante RS (blue), and ERA5 (light green). In all three cases the MABLH is higher over644

the warm side with values ranging from 750 to 1250 m. This result is consistent with the645

DMM mechanism and previous studies using bulk models of trade wind MABL dynam-646

ics (Neggers et al., 2006; Zheng, 2019), which show a decrease in MABLH over colder647

waters. Although the three estimates show the same trend, there is a large spread and648

mismatch between them because they were measured by different instruments at slightly649

different locations and using different methodologies. However, not all of the variations650

in MABL thickness, wind speed, and humidity are explained by the DMM mechanism.651

It is true that the MABLH’ (in green) becomes positive over the warmest ERA5 grid points652

(between 0 and 150 m, as opposed to the -50 - 100 m range over the coldest grid points),653

as expected from the DMM. However, the smoothed MABLH field ([MABLH], in olive654

green) also increases from the cold to the warm side, implying that the large-scale at-655

mospheric conditions are partly responsible for the regime change in the atmosphere.656

To evaluate the impact of the above mechanisms on LHF, we apply eq. 12 to the657

RV Atalante mast air-sea interface data. We include the coupling with surface currents658

in the wind speed using eq. 14 and the collocated ocean surface velocity derived from659

the X-band radar on the RV Merian. A comparison between eq 12 and a first-order nu-660

merical Taylor deconvolution can be found in section 5 of the Appendix. Fig. 9a shows661

the LHF deviations with respect to the along-track LHF mean between the 2nd and the662

5th of February. It shows a large LHF difference between both sides of the front of ∼160 W m−2,663

close to the climatological LHF value (Fig. 1b); the LHF is significantly lower over the664

cold SST patch. The near-surface wind influence (∆LHFU ) shown in Fig. 9b is the main665

controlling factor of the LHF variation ∼100 W m−2. As shown in Fig. 8a, APWs and666

MAPWs are associated with higher near-surface wind speeds and thus positive values667

of ∆LHFU , which decrease as we move toward GCWs and CCWs.668

The second most important term driving ∆LHF is ∆LHFqs , which represents LHF669

variations associated with SST changes and is shown in Fig. 9c. APWs and MAPWs are670

associated with larger SSTs and thus positive ∆LHFqs values between 10 W m−2 and671

30 W m−2. In turn, GCWs and CCWs are associated with negative ∆LHFqs values ∼-672

10 to -20 W m−2. In the boundaries of the Amazon plume, we observe a ∆LHFqs in-673

crease of ∼5 W m−2 on average (black triangles), associated with the release of heat from674

the subsurface warm layer, which coincides with the mean value of the probability den-675

sity function shown in Fig. 7e. Finally, the contributions of specific humidity (∆LHFq),676

the covariance between wind speed anomalies and specific humidity deficit anomalies (∆LHFU,∆q)677

and the residual are second order contributions (Fig. 9d, e and f respectively). The first678

one shows values between -30 and 30 W m−2 over GCW and CCW with no clear ten-679

dency and the last two oscillate between 10 and -10 W m−2 over the whole SSS range.680

Finally, we examine the total effect of wind speed on LHF (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q),681

separating the effects of the TFB, the CFB, and the large-scale atmospheric circulation.682

Their mean values over each cluster, color-coded with the water mass, are shown in the683

first, second, third, and fourth bars of each quartet in Fig. 10. Over the warm water masses684

(APW and MAPW), the near-surface wind speed increase associated with the DMM mech-685

anisms causes a positive TFB effect on LHF (4.5 W m−2 and 2 W m−2, respectively).686

Over the colder and saltier water masses (GCW and CCW), TFB has a negative effect687

on the LHF by reducing the near-surface winds. On the other hand, CFB always has a688

positive effect on LHF (except over APW where we lack collocated surface current data).689

This is due to the fact that trades flow towards the southwest while surface currents flow690

over most of the places towards the northeast (contours Fig. 5b, see local circulation in-691

duced by C1). To sum up, TFB and CFB significantly contribute to total wind contri-692

bution to LHF (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q) and can even drive the sign of it like in MAPWs.693
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4.3 Case 2: SD1063 Crossing a Weaker Amazon Plume Close to the NBC694

Retroflection695

The NOAA-funded SD1063 crossed the northern edge of the Amazon plume be-696

tween 16th and 19th in February 2020 (Fig. 11). The local ocean surface circulation is697

driven by two different structures: the warm anticyclonic ring A1 and the anticyclonic-698

cyclonic eddy pair A2-C2. The clockwise rotation of the surface waters around A1 ad-699

vects cool waters coming from the same coastal cold patch of section 4.2 towards the north-700

west (Fig. 11a), which mix with the low-salinity Amazon plume waters (Fig. 11b). Thus,701

in this study case we work with two clusters: the cooler and fresher MAPWs in salmon702

and the warmer and saltier RWs in indigo (Fig. 11a).703

Fig. 12 shows the binned distributions of different air-sea variables in both water704

masses. Note that, contrary to what happened in section 4.2, the fresh side of the front705

is cooler than the warm side of the front, although the SST difference is not as large: on706

average 0.4 ◦C as shown in Fig. 12a (as opposed to 2 ◦C). The specific humidity deficit,707

defined as the difference between the saturation specific humidity (qs) and the specific708

humidity, also shows larger values over the RWs (∼6 g kg−1) than over the MAPWs (∼4 g kg−1),709

due to the SST changes via qs and the background conditions that affect specific humid-710

ity as discussed later.711

Fig. 12c shows that surface wind speeds were on average higher over RWs (mean712

values between 9 m s−1 and 10 m s−1) than over MAPWs (mean values between 8 m s−1
713

and 9 m s−1). The surface winds also experienced a shift in direction, from northeast714

in RWs (∼-115 ◦) to east over MAPWs (∼-100 ◦ to -90◦), as shown in Fig. 12d, although715

there is a lot of overlap between the two PDFs. This is the expected distribution for a716

region where the trades dominate the near-surface atmospheric circulation. On the other717

hand, the velocity of the surface currents, shown in Fig. 12e, oscillates between 0.1 and718

0.6 m s−1 in both cases, with average values slightly higher over the MAPWs due to the719

proximity of A2 and the associated compression of the ADT isolines (Fig. 11b). These720

surface currents have mean directions of about -45 ◦ for RWs and -55 ◦ with respect to721

the north for MAPWs, as shown in Fig. 12f. These directions are consistent with the ADT722

isolines of Fig. 11b, from which we can deduce a southwest-northeast motion as a con-723

sequence of the combined effect of the clockwise rotation of A1 and the counterclock-724

wise rotation of C2.725

To get an insight into the vertical structure of the ocean in both water masses, we726

use the SD1063 ADCP data to compute the MLD from the shear maximum (MLDshear),727

since no collocated vertical profiles of ocean temperature, salinity, and density are avail-728

able. The results are shown in Fig. 12g. Over MAPWs, the MLD is between 10 m and729

50 m depth, while RWs shows MLDshear values between 40 and 70 m, as we expect the730

low salinity Amazon plume intrusion to determine stratification and reduce the thick-731

ness of the ML. The ERA5 collocated MABLH (black triangles in Fig. 12) is shown as732

the solid line distribution in Fig. 12h. It shows larger MABLH values over RWs (between733

800 and 1400 m) than over MAPWs (between 700 and 1200 m). However, the MABLH’734

representing small-scale MABLH variations (dashed distributions) covers the same range735

of values for both water masses. Considering the ERA5 MABLH as a reliable data source736

(see sections 1 and 4 of the Appendix for a detailed discussion), we conclude that the737

higher wind speed and lower specific humidity leading to an increase in the specific hu-738

midity deficit shown in Figs. 12b and c may not be fully related to a near-surface response739

to mesoscale SST anomalies via the DMM mechanism, but mainly to a change in back-740

ground conditions.741

To compute the LHF and analyze its spatial variations, we use COARE3.5 and the742

decomposition in eq. 12. The results are shown in Figs. 13a and b. LHF is on average743

90 W m−2 higher over RWs than over MAPWs, mainly due to the large differences in744

specific humidity (green bars, ∆LHFq, ∼60 W m−2 greater over RWs than over MAPWs)745
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as a first order contributor and wind speed variations (blue bars, ∆LHFU , ∼15 W m−2
746

greater over RWs than over MAPWs). The LHF variation directly driven by SST (red747

bars, ∆LHFqs , ∼10 W m−2 greater over RWs than over MAPWs) is the third most im-748

portant contribution in both cases (red bars), while the covariance between wind speed749

and specific humidity gradient (∆LHFU,∆q) and the residual, plotted in pink and orange,750

respectively, are the least important contributions.751

These results suggest that the spatial flux variations (i.e. the differences between752

the gray bars in Fig. 13a and b) are mainly driven by the atmosphere. In the case of the753

wind speed related LHF variations (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q), we separate the influences754

of the background flow, the TFB and the CFB in Fig. 13c and d. They show that ∆LHFU755

+ ∆LHFU,∆q is mainly driven by the background flow (green bar, ∼-7.5 W m−2 over756

MAPW versus ∼10 W m−2 over RWs), with the CFB playing a secondary role in MAPWs757

and RWs( ∼-2 W m−2 and ∼2.5 W m−2 respectively). The TFB does not contribute758

significantly to ∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q with less than 1 W m−2 variation in both cases.759

We also assess the effect of heat release from the subsurface warm layer with the760

time series of SSS and ∆LHFqs , plotted in blue and yellow in Fig. 13e. They are displayed761

as a function of the distance to the SSS front defined between the last MAPW and the762

first RW measurements. The ∆LHFqs and SST are not uniform on both sides of the front,763

especially over MAPWs. At a distance between 50 km and 10 km from the front in the764

MAPW domain, we find SSS values ranging from 34 psu to 35 psu (the boundaries of765

the Amazon plume, shown as vertical dashed lines) and a sharp increase in ∆LHFqs (of766

∼14 W m−2), which then remains constant for the rest of the track. This ∆LHFqs vari-767

ation is of the same order of magnitude as the one shown in Fig. 7e, occurs in the same768

salinity range as the secondary ∆LHFqs maximum in Fig. 9c and is analyzed over the769

same waters of section 4.2 which have onlyn been advected northwestward. These facts770

suggest that the jump in ∆LHFqs could be related to heat release from the subsurface771

warm layer, although a more complete understanding of the vertical structure of the ocean772

and its evolution would be needed to verify this hypothesis. Finally, we also plot the along-773

shore MLDshear. Consistent with Fig. 12g, it is shallower over MAPWs and deepens with774

increasing SSS in RWs.775

4.4 Case 3: SD1064 Zigzagging across a Strong Amazon River Plume776

in Boreal Spring777

Between 31st March and 11th April, SD1064 zigzagged across a very warm and fresh778

water tongue as shown in Figs. 14a and b. The freshwater plume detached from the Guiana779

Plateau at 6◦N and was being steered northward by the induced circulation of the NBC780

ring A2 and the cyclonic C2 eddy (Fig. 14) as well as by NBC retroflection. It then be-781

gan to expand northeastward toward the open ocean. Between March 31 and April 3,782

SD1064 sampled RWs and MRWs (in indigo and crimson, respectively, in Fig. 14a) and783

then entered and zigzagged across the plume, sampling APWs (in gold, the cluster with784

the lowest SSS centroid, 30.6 psu). This configuration gives an SST difference of less than785

1 ◦C between the inside and outside of the plume, but a very large SSS difference of more786

than 6 psu.787

Based on the SD1064 TSG measurements, SSS values remained constant during788

the first three days of RW and MRW sampling (∼36 psu) and then dropped to nearly789

30 psu during the 5th of April (blue curve in Fig. 15a). On April 6, SD1064 exited the790

plume and the SSS increased abruptly to 36 psu, then dropped back to 30-31 psu as SD1064791

re-entered the plume. SST measurements show the opposite pattern, remaining below792

28 ◦C over RWs and MRWs and crossing the threshold during sampling of APWs. Note793

that the 28◦C threshold is important because it provides moisture to the air column and794

favors tropical cyclone formation and intensification (Balaguru et al., 2012).795
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The total LHF anomaly time series, computed with respect to the mean LHF of796

the time period of this study case, is shown as a black line in Fig. 15b, and its variabil-797

ity is a consequence of the combined effects of ∆LHFU and ∆LHFq (blue and red lines798

in Fig. 15b, respectively). Between the 31st of March and the 2nd of April, SD1064 passed799

through a drier air mass (verified with the ERA5 specific humidity field, but not shown800

here), which increased ∆LHFq and also ∆ LHF, even though the wind speed anomalies801

and thus ∆LHFU were negative during the same period. In fact, it is in the 2nd of April802

that ∆LHF reaches its lowest value, ∼65 W m−2. During the rest of the study period,803

∆LHF variations were controlled by ∆LHFU , which remained positive throughout most804

of the APW, in part due to the DMM mechanism. The fact that ∆LHFU varies rapidly805

within hours and that ∆LHFq shows less hourly variability reinforces the hypothesis that806

the specific moisture-associated flux changes originate from large-scale atmospheric vari-807

ability.808

Some of the second-order contributions to the LHF variations (∆LHFqs in black,809

∆LHFU,∆q in blue, and the residual in red) are plotted in Fig. 15c. Except for the first810

three days, ∆LHFU,∆q and the residual are negligible for most of the period. In turn,811

the direct influence of the SST on the flux (∆LHFqs) induces an LHF difference of ∼45 W m−2
812

between the lowest point reached on the 2nd of April over the MAPWs (∼-25 W m−2)813

and the highest point on the 9th of April (∼20 W m−2). Finally, the TFB and CFB time814

series are shown in Fig. 15d. Except for the first three days of the time series, where there815

are significant negative TFB effects on the flux (between -10 W m−2 and -5 W m−2),816

in the rest of the time series the TFB and CFB are negligible and of the same order as817

∆LHFU,∆q and the residual. Note that we do not plot the collocated ERA5 MABLH val-818

ues in this study case: they are noisy and do not allow us to draw any conclusions. This819

fact highlights the limitations of ERA5 to properly characterize MABLH dynamics and820

the importance of ocean-atmosphere coupling, especially at the ocean small scales.821

5 Discussion and Conclusions822

The EUREC4A-OA/ATOMIC field experiment provides a large set of air-sea in-823

terface measurements and collocated ocean and atmosphere vertical profiles to study the824

air-sea heat flux variability in the NWTA during the boreal winter and spring. Six dis-825

tinct surface water masses are identified in the region. North of Barbados, the dominant826

water masses are the GCW and CCW with relatively cold temperatures and high salin-827

ities (Fig. 2a). These waters are the coldest and saltiest of all. We also detect them close828

to the continental shelf as a consequence of coastal upwelling or vertical mixing events829

(Acquistapace et al., 2022; Olivier et al., 2022). Still close to the South American coast,830

we find four different water masses with higher SSTs and a more heterogeneous SSS con-831

figuration. RW and MRW are shown in indigo and crimson, respectively. They are char-832

acterized by high temperatures and salinities ranging from 35 to 36 psu. Finally, the pres-833

ence of the Amazon freshwater plume, which propagates into the open ocean, defines the834

APW and MAPW clusters. They are shown in gold and salmon, respectively.835

Based on measurements of vertical ocean temperature and salinity profiles from glid-836

ers, MVPs, CTDs, and UCTDs, we observe that the upper ocean layers coinciding with837

APW and MAPW have a very different vertical structure than the other four water masses.838

In particular, they are characterized by a fast temperature decrease starting above 40 m839

depth and subsurface warm layers developing between 70 - 80 m depth, while the MLDs840

are considerably shallower (Fig. 3e and f). In contrast, RWs and MRWs show well mixed841

vertical profiles with 50 m thick layers of constant density, temperature and salinity (Fig. 3c842

and d). Air-sea interface in-situ data also show important differences between water masses843

(Fig. 4). For water masses characterized by salinities below 34 psu, the LHF is system-844

atically lower (Fig. 4a). Our results suggest that this is mostly a consequence of increased845

specific humidity (Fig. 4c). ERA5 specific humidity snapshots show that over APWs,846

which will not be sampled by SD1064 until late March-April 2020, horizontal advection847
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of moist air from the southeast increases specific humidity. However, other local effects848

of the air-sea interaction may also be involved. Since ERA5 has limited resolution and849

does not reproduce the coupled ocean-atmosphere processes with complete realism, it850

is not possible to analyze them from the ERA5 outputs. In the present study, we focus851

on three different situations where the MAPWs and APWs intersect to understand the852

different mechanisms leading to such LHF variations over the different water masses.853

The first case consists of the RVs Atalante and Merian crossing at different loca-854

tions, but in a very short period of time, a cold and salty patch near the coast of Suri-855

name, surrounded by the warm and fresh APWs and MAPWs. This creates a 2 ◦C SST856

and a 6 psu SSS gradient (Fig. 5). The RV Atalante MVP vertical profiles (Figs. 6b, c,857

d and e) show that the increase of SSS in the border of the plume (transition from MPWs858

to GCWs) favors the mixing of subsurface warm layers with the rest of the ML thereby859

increasing SST and leading to an additional heat release of up to 40 W m−2 locally as860

seen in Fig. 7e. Furthermore, the LHF decomposition indicates that SST and wind speed861

are the two leading factors influencing the change in LHF (∆LHFU∼ 100 W m−2 and862

∆LHFqs ∼ 40 W m−2 respectively out of a total of ∆LHF ∼ 160 W m−2) as shown in863

Fig. 9. Within the total wind speed influence (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q), the changes in864

near-surface winds induced by mesoscale (and smaller scale) SST structures (TFB) and865

near-surface currents (CFB) are on average 10-30% depending on the water mass (Fig. 10).866

This result is in agreement with previous research using satellite observations and reanal-867

ysis (Fernández et al., 2023).868

To substantiate these initial case study results, we examine two different time win-869

dows during which APWs and MAPWs are sampled by SD1063 and SD1064. The first870

occurred between 16th and 19th February 2020, when a weaker (more saline) freshwa-871

ter plume was transported by the coastal current and the various NBC rings in the re-872

gion up to 11◦N (Fig. 11). Although the SST-SSS gradient is much weaker than in the873

first case (0.4◦C - 2.5 psu), we are able to recover the influence of the same mechanisms.874

Excluding the effect of wetter conditions over the MAPWs (∆LHFq), wind speed is the875

leading variable for LHF changes, followed by SST (Fig. 13a and b) in agreement with876

the first case study. Within the total wind speed effect (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q), back-877

ground wind conditions dominate over both water masses, although the CFB significantly878

modulates ∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q in the MAPWs (Fig. 13c and d). Furthermore, we ob-879

serve a sharp increase of ∆LHFqs (∼14 W m−2) between 34 and 35 psu as shown in Fig. 13e.880

We hypothesize that this variation comes from the subsurface warm layer heat release,881

as it is observed in the same salinity range than the first study case and the increase is882

compatible with Fig. 7e. Again, the buoyancy change due to the SSS increase in the bor-883

ders of the plume enhances vertical motion and mixes the subsurface warm layers with884

the rest of the ML. As a consequence, surface waters become warmer and LHFqs increases885

locally. However, we lack data to evaluate this process in more detail, and it remains a886

research question for modeling studies. Finally, the third study case consists of SD1064887

crossing a warm and prominent Amazonian plume between March 31st and April 11th888

2020 (Fig. 14). The relative importance of the different decomposition terms in the to-889

tal change of the LHF is consistent with the second case.890

The processes described here highlight the complexity of the interactions that drive891

LHF changes even in boreal winter (and spring), when the atmospheric state in the North-892

west Tropical Atlantic is relatively stable and the Amazon plume is weak. To verify that893

the mechanisms assessed here are still present and contribute to the overall flux change894

in the same way, more in-situ measurements in other seasons, such as boreal summer895

and/or other years, would be highly recommended. They would also be useful for a bet-896

ter understanding of the interannual variability of the LHF. Furthermore, the influence897

of the diurnal cycle (which was removed from the beginning) in all the results presented898

here remains an open research question to be addressed in a future dedicated paper.899
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This study is limited by the scarcity of data in the region and highlights the im-900

portance of collocated ocean, atmosphere, and air-sea interface observations to accurately901

quantify the various factors influencing heat fluxes and the MABL. As the Amazon plume902

has only been sampled in three different cases with different background conditions and903

seasons, more observations of ocean and atmosphere vertical profiles further south, closer904

to the minimum SSS values of the Amazon River plume, would help us to better quan-905

tify its influence on the LHF and heat fluxes in general. In addition, it would be valu-906

able to check how all the mechanisms described above are reproduced in fully coupled907

regional ocean-atmosphere models and/or high-resolution regional atmospheric models908

forced with different SST products. In particular, different simulations with different Ama-909

zon River plume intensities would be very useful. Even if these simulations are not able910

to reproduce all the processes included in the observations, they would allow a statis-911

tical approach to the problem instead of a case study approach, thus providing more ro-912

bust estimates of the contribution of each controlling variable to the change in the LHF.913

Appendix: Further Information on Methodology914

1 Intercomparison between ERA5 and in-situ SST and Collocation Pro-915

cedure916

Throughout the manuscript, the ERA5 output is collocated with various in-situ917

observations like Saildrones or TSGs. Following Hall et al. (2022), we use the closest-918

neighbor interpolation technique, to match the locations and times of the correspond-919

ing in-situ product with the nearest location and time available in the ERA5 products.920

Because of the spatial and time resolutions of ERA5 (0.25 ◦ and 1 hour respectively),921

only collocations within this resolution are included. To be consistent with Hall et al.922

(2022), the closest points in space are collocated before the closest points in time.923

However, this operation introduces some inaccuracies in the atmospheric response924

as ERA5 does not include coupling with the ocean and its resolution is too coarse to de-925

tect some of the small-scale ocean features whose impacts we are interested in to assess926

(Hersbach et al., 2020). Hence, this subsection aims to show how well ERA5 SST and927

the TSG SST from the study cases 1 and 2 match. The reasons to use SST and not other928

variable is because mesoscale SST is the ultimate driver of MABLH’ changes.929

The metrics used to compare ERA5 to in-situ observations are the standard de-930

viation of the difference (STD), the mean difference and the Spearman correlation co-931

efficient. The resulting time series from the collocation are shown in Fig. 16 and the statis-932

tics in table 4. We observe from Fig. 16a that ERA5 seems to reproduce fairly well the933

SST values and variability (Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.86) being the Merian934

TSG SST 0.17 ◦C warmer on average. This result, together with the fact that the RSs935

from the Atalante were incorporated in the production of the ERA5 output encourages936

us to rely on the ERA5 MABLH values plotted in Fig. 8d. On the contrary, during the937

study case 2, ERA5 is not able to capture neither the SST variability nor its values be-938

ing the Spearman coefficient close to zero. Nevertheless, the MABLH values shown in939

Fig. 12d seem to reproduce the expected behavior with thicker MABLs in the warm side940

of the front. To elucidate the exact causes of this result would require a closer exami-941

nation on the ERA5 MABLH parametrization and remains beyond the scope of this study.942

What is clear is that ERA5 might not always correctly reproduce MABLH changes as943

the forcing itself does not coincide with the observations. However, due to the lack of944

MABLH observations, we include ERA5 output in our results.945

2 Diurnal Cycle Removal946

This section provides a deeper insight into the methodology employed to remove947

the diurnal cycle in this manuscript: the (multichannel) singular spectrum analysis (MC-948
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Table 4. Mean difference and standard deviation (STD) for ERA5 minus the corresponding

in-situ observations as well as the Spearman correlation coefficient and its p-value for Case 1 and

Case 2. The number of samples in both cases is included in the last row.

Metric Case 1 Case 2

Mean (◦C) -0.17 0.09
STD (◦C) 0.15 0.19

Spearman Correlation 0.86 -0.01
p-value 0.00 0.69

Number of samples 389 4753

SSA) (Ghil et al., 2002; Groth et al., 2017). It is a natural method of extracting oscil-949

latory modes of variability from a (multivariate) time series. Here, we detail the steps950

followed for SSA, although the process can be generalized for several variables as in Groth951

et al. (2017). Let us consider a variable’s time series (SST, near-surface wind, air tem-952

perature...) from which we remove the mean and divide by the standard deviation (X̃(t)):953

X̃(t) = {X(t), X(t+ 1), ...X(N)} . (1)

We aim to compute the lag-covariance matrix (C) as in Vautard and Ghil (1989) and954

Ghil et al. (2002). In order to do that we first define the embedded time series matrix955

(Y). The general formulation for an element of Y in the i-th row and the j-th column reads:956

yi,j = X(i+ j − 1). (2)

Following the definition of covariance of a time series with zero mean and unit variance957

we define C as follows:958

C =
Y ′ Y

N
(3)

If we define M as the window size, only the first N-M+1 rows of C will be filled with non-959

zero values. In this manuscript, we choose M to be equal to 4 days as a compromise value.960

It cannot be too large because then we would be mixing information in the diurnal cy-961

cle reconstruction from very different water masses but it cannot be smaller than 1 day962

either. The choice of N as a normalization factor in eq. 3 is motivated by the fact that963

N>>M for all the cases in this study. We then diagonalize C to obtain its eigenvectors964

(ρk) and its eigenvalues (λk) such that:965

Cρk = λkρk. (4)

Projecting the matrix Y onto each eigenvector (ρk) yields the corresponding principal966

component (PCk):967

PCk = Y ρk. (5)

These PCs are orthogonal at lag zero, which means that there is no covariance be-968

tween different PCs. In addition, the variance represented by each PCk is given by the969

corresponding eigenvalue λk. Finally, one can perform a reconstruction of the variable970

time series based on a group of PCs (K) such that:971

RCK(t) =
1

Mt

∑
k∈K

Ut∑
j=Lt

PCk(t− j + 1)ρk(t). (6)
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Being the normalization factor (Mt) and the lower and upper bound of summation972

(Lt and Ut respectively) (Ghil & Vautard, 1991; Vautard et al., 1992):973

(Mt, Lt, Ut) =



(
1
t , 1, t

)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ M − 1(

1
M , 1,M

)
for M ≤ t ≤ N −M + 1(

1
N−t+1 , t−N +M,M

)
for N −M + 2 ≤ t ≤ N

(7)

Therefore, to remove the diurnal cycle we compute the different PCs of a given time974

series with eq. 5. We compute their power spectrum and select the ones (usually a cou-975

ple) whose dominant period is one day (allowing a tolerance of ±1 h) and whose cumu-976

lative explained variance is less than 70%. This is a value taken by the authors to en-977

sure that the PCs representing the diurnal cycle contain an important part of the vari-978

ance. Hence, we reconstruct the diurnal cycle using eq. 6 with the selected PCs and the979

time series without the diurnal cycle with the rest of the PCs.980

One of the advantages of removing the diurnal cycle this way instead of using an981

averaged diurnal cycle is that it allows us to recover a space-time varying diurnal cycle982

as shown in Fig. 17a. We observe that the SST diurnal’s cycle amplitude is larger over983

the APWs and the MAPWs (golden) than in the rest of the water masses (crimson). As984

the mixed layer depth gets shallower, it can be heated or cooled more easily. The effects985

of this space-time varying diurnal cycle on air-sea interface heat fluxes will be further986

studied in a future dedicated paper.987

Finally, we need to assess the issue whether the diurnal cycles we obtain contain988

more variance than we would expect if they were generated by noise. Since the PCs are989

mutually orthogonal, our null-hypothesis is that the data have been generated by an au-990

toregressive process of order 1: AR(1) (Allen & Smith, 1996). This choice is also mo-991

tivated by the fact that AR(1) processes are incapable of supporting the oscillatory be-992

havior we are interested in detecting. Having formulated the null-hypothesis, we gen-993

erate a large ensemble of surrogate data segments (5000 realisations of the noise model994

consisting in a generic AR(1) process) with the same length as X̃(t). We compute the995

variance associated to the PCs of each realisation as before. The resulting 5% and 95%996

percentiles of the variance distribution from the surrogate data segments are represented997

as errorbars in Fig. 17b and the variances associated to the PCs derived from X̃(t) are998

the red squares. We observe that there is a pair of PCs at a 1 day period which lie above999

their surrogate data bars corresponding to a statistically significant diurnal cycle.1000

In order to know the variables from which we need to remove the diurnal cycle, we1001

perform the significance test to each variable’s time series and assess if the daily peaks1002

lie above the surrogate distribution or not. Table. 5 provides a the list of the variables1003

and devices from which the diurnal cycle is removed. For ARTHUS and DLs, we apply1004

the MC-SSA, which is a generalization of SSA for variables with more than one dimen-1005

sion (in this case time and height). Finally, the diurnal cycle is not removed from the1006

ocean vertical profiles because data are not equally spaced in time. It constitutes one1007

of the shortcomings of this study.1008

3 MABLH Computation from RSs1009

Here, we compare three different methods to compute the MABLH from the RSs1010

as there is no universal technique to treat RS data. Before calculating the MABLH, we1011

first perform a linear interpolation to all vertical profiles to fill missing values. Then, we1012

smooth air temperature, winds and surface water vapor mixing ratio using a 5 point run-1013

ning average (equivalent to 50 m in height) like in Hande et al. (2012) or Peng et al. (2023).1014

We perform this operation in order to remove small-scale features in the vertical pro-1015
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Table 5. List of variables and devices from which the diurnal cycle is removed and methodol-

ogy based upon the AR(1) test. Surface pressure from Saildrones and the RV Atalante mast had

a very prominent semi-diurnal peak which was also removed.

Variable(s) Instrument(s) Methodology

SST, RH2m, u5m, v5m, T2m Saildrones (NASA + NOAA) SSA
SST, RH2m, u5m, v5m, T2m RV Atalante mast SSA

u, v, w, WVMR ARTHUS and DLs MC-SSA

files which might result in spurious MABLH values. We also disregard in all the calcu-1016

lations the first 200 m of the atmosphere to avoid the influence of the surface layer and1017

the fast and erratic movements of the RS after the deployment.1018

First, we use the Richardson bulk number (RiB) method proposed by (Vogelezang1019

& Holtslag, 1996). RiB is defined, for a given height, as the ratio between the turbulence1020

associated with the vertical temperature gradient and the turbulence generated by wind1021

shear. In this paper we ignore the effects of surface friction in the calculation of RiB . Thus,1022

according to (Seidel et al., 2012) we have:1023

RiB =

[
g

θvs

]
[θvz − θvs] [z − zs]

(uz − uz)
2
+ (vz − vz)

2 , (8)

where θv is the virtual potential temperature and u and v are the zonal and merid-1024

ional wind components. The subscripts ”s” denote the values of the variables at a ref-1025

erence level (zs) that we choose to be closest to the surface. Thus, the MABLH is the1026

lowest level at which RiB exceeds 0.25, as in Davison et al. (2013) and Seidel et al. (2012).1027

Second, we try the virtual potential temperature gradient (dθvdz ) method (or par-1028

cel method) from Hande et al. (2012). We estimate it using central differences and the1029

derivatives along the edges are computed with one-sided differences. Then, the MABLH1030

is estimated as the absolute maximum of the gradient between 200 m and 1200 m. We1031

impose a lower limit in the gradient in order to ensure that the main inversion is greater1032

than 0.01 K·m−1. This is the case in 99 % of the profiles.1033

Finally, we consider a slight modification of the virtual potential temperature gra-1034

dient method. To ensure the potential temperature inversion at the top of the MABL1035

is maintained in height, we first obtain the height level where the difference between the1036

local dθv
dz and the mean of all the dθv

dz below exceeds two standard deviations from the1037

distribution formed by all the dθv
dz below the given level height. If this condition is matched1038

in three consecutive height levels we consider the MABLH to be the mean of the above1039

mentioned three height levels.1040

Fig. 18 shows the vertical structure of the atmosphere at different locations in the1041

time period of case 1 (each one in a row). The first location (Figs. 18a, b and c) shows1042

that when there is a well-mixed MABL with constant θv and then a decrease at the top1043

of the MABL, the parcel method and the modified parcel method give similar MABLH1044

values (Fig. 18b). On the contrary, the RiB method shown in Fig. 18c shows an unre-1045

alistically low MABLH value of little more than 200 m. In fact, the RiB method is very1046

affected by the high wind shear values usually found close to the surface (Figs. 18a) even1047

if the θv vertical profile remains homogeneous. This fact might also explain the MABLH1048

values around 200 m for the cold side of the front observed by Acquistapace et al. (2022).1049
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Given that θv is mostly constant up to 1 km, we discard the RiB method to compute1050

the MABLH.1051

In the second location (Figs. 18d, e and f), we observe that the parcel method yields1052

a MABLH of 850 m (Fig. 18e) which coincides with the RiB value (Fig. 18f) associated1053

with a peak in the wind shear at that same height (Fig. 18d). However, from the θv ver-1054

tical profile we can observed that the well-mixed MABLH reaches 600 m, as indicated1055

by the black line representing the modified parcel algorithm value. In fact, the parcel1056

method fails to provide a correct value of the MABLH when there are several inversions1057

in the θv profile.1058

Even when there is a single inversion the parcel method can slightly overestimate1059

the MABLH as we observe in the third location (Figs. 18g, h and i). Fig. 18h shows a1060

MABLH slightly over the start of the θv inversion. In this case the RiB method also over-1061

estimates the MABLH Fig. 18i. Thus, we choose the modified parcel method to estimate1062

the MABLH from RSs.1063

4 Extended Analysis of the Atmospheric Vertical Profiles from RSs and1064

ERA51065

In Figs. 8a, b and c we display the mean vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed,1066

vertical wind speed and specific humidity from ARTHUS and the DLs to assess the at-1067

mospheric response in the first case study. We include in this section the mean vertical1068

profiles of horizontal wind speed and specific humidity from the RSs and collocated ERA51069

(Fig. 19).1070

The wind speed atmospheric response from the Atalante RSs (Fig. 19a) resembles1071

to the one from the DLs. Weaker wind speeds dominate over the cold side of the front1072

(cyan). However, there is a large spread and overlapping between profiles, probably as1073

a consequence of the reduced number of observations (#15 here as opposed to #96 for1074

the DLs). This larger spread is linked to the broad RS MABLH PDFs in Fig. 8d as well.1075

The specific humidity vertical profiles are displayed in Fig. 19b, and show that drier con-1076

ditions predominate over the cold side of the front. The overlapping between the warmest1077

and coldest profile is once again very important.1078

The ERA5 horizontal wind response opposes to those from the observations (RSs1079

and DL/ARTHUS) as displayed in Fig. 19c. Higher wind speeds are observed over the1080

cold side of the front and reduced winds dominate over the warm side with little over-1081

lapping between vertical profiles. In turn, the specific humidity vertical profiles in Fig. 19d1082

show that a drier MABL is expected over the warm side of the front in agreement with1083

the ARTHUS humidity profiles (Fig. 8c).1084

To conclude, ERA5 and observations (RSs and DL/ARTHUS) present a different1085

wind speed vertical structure even though if ERA5 SST seems to correctly reproduce the1086

observation SST values and variability(Fig. 16a). We hypothesize that the possible mis-1087

representation of MABL air-sea interaction processes in ERA5 might lead to unsatisfac-1088

tory atmospheric vertical structures, especially regarding horizontal wind speed. This1089

fact limits the reliability of the ERA5 MABLH results we present in the main text.1090

5 Numerical and Analytical LHF Decompositions1091

Following Tanimoto et al. (2003); Chuda et al. (2008); Yang et al. (2016) we ap-1092

ply a Reynolds decomposition to near-surface wind speed, saturation specific humidity1093

and specific humidity which we generically denote as X1094

X = X +∆X, (9)
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where X is the time-mean averaged over the time period of each study case and1095

∆X the anomaly with respect to that mean from each value of the time series. We then1096

consider the bulk formula for LHF from COARE3.5:1097

LHF = ρa Le Ce U (qs − q) , (10)

where ρa is air density, Le the latent heat of evaporation and Ce the moisture exchange1098

coefficient. Considering these three parameters as constants and applying eq. 9 to the1099

rest of the variables in eq. 10 we obtain:1100

LHF = ρa Le Ce

[
Uqs +∆Uqs + U∆qs +∆U∆qs − Uq −∆Uq − U∆q −∆U∆q

]
(11)

Averaging eq. 11 we get:1101

LHF = ρa Le Ce

[
U (qs − q) +

��������:0

∆U (∆qs −∆q)

]
= ρa L Ce

[
Uqs − Uq

]
(12)

Therefore1102

∆LHF = LHF − LHF = ρa Le Ce

[
∆Uqs + U∆qs +∆U∆qs −∆Uq − U∆q −∆U∆q

]
(13)

which is eq. 12 except for the residual to ensure the LHF budget closes. We also tested1103

the numerical first-order Taylor-series deconvolution approach as in Kwiatkowski and1104

Orr (2018) to check if we could reduce the residual. In this case, a given LHF anomaly1105

(∆LHF) is expressed as:1106

∆LHF =

(
∂LHF

∂U

)
∆U︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆LHFwspd

+

(
∂LHF

∂q

)
∆q︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆LHFqair

+

(
∂LHF

∂T

)
∆T︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆LHFtair

+

(
∂LHF

∂SST

)
∆SST︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆LHFSST

+Residual,

(14)

where the partial differentials are estimated numerically as the slope of the regres-1107

sion between LHF and the corresponding variable setting the other variables constant1108

their mean values of the study case time period. ∆U , ∆q, ∆T and ∆SST are changes1109

in input variables (wind speed, specific humidity, air temperature and sea-surface tem-1110

perature respectively), synchronous with ∆LHF . They are also computed with respect1111

to the study case time period mean. Residual is a term necessary to close the LHF bud-1112

get resulting from numerical errors when performing the partial derivatives.1113

The results from the numerical Taylor deconvolution are shown in Fig. 20. When1114

comparing with Fig. 9, we observe that the wind speed and specific humidity contribu-1115

tions (Figs. 9b and 20d; Figs. 9d and 20c) are very similar. In addition, the changes1116

in SST are represented via the qs in the analytical decomposition (Fig. 9c) which resem-1117

bles to the pattern of Fig. 20e. The residuals of the two decompositions (Figs 9f and Fig. 20f)1118

have the same order of magnitude, being the the one from the Taylor decomposition (Fig. 20f)1119

slightly smaller. Perhaps, it is a consequence of the fact that the error associated to the1120

averaging of Ce, L and ρa (which depend on air temperature) is separated into ∆LHFT1121

(Fig. 20d) and not isolated in the numerical decomposition.1122
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Even if the residual is slightly smaller in the first-order Taylor numerical decom-1123

position, we use the analytical method throughout the main text so that we avoid mak-1124

ing numerical errors. Besides, it enables us to interpret the different terms of the LHF1125

budget in an easier and straightforward manner.1126

Appendix A Availability Statement1127

We benefited from numerous data sets made freely available and listed here:1128

• All the in-situ measurements taken from the 4 RVs and the autonomous vehicles1129

(Saildrones, ARGO or gliders): https://observations.ipsl.fr/aeris/eurec4a/1130

#/1131

• SeaFlux, https://seaflux.org/seaflux$\ $data/ATOMIC$\ $current/1132

• ERA5, https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis1133

-era5-single-levels?tab=form1134

• MUR-JPL,1135

https://thredds.jpl.nasa.gov/thredds/ncss/grid/OceanTemperature/MUR1136

-JPL-L4-GLOB-v4.1.nc/dataset.html1137

• SMAP maps produced by Remote Sensing System (RSS v4 40 km)1138

https://doi.org/10.5285/5920a2c77e3c45339477acd31ce62c3c1139

• Altimetry product produced by Ssalto/Duacts and distributed by CMEMS1140

https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/products.1141

• ETOPO2 seafloor depth1142

https://sos.noaa.gov/catalog/datasets/etopo2-topography-and-bathymetry1143

-natural-colors/1144
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Figure 4. Binning in SSS 0.1 psu intervals of (a) LHF computed with COARE3.5, (b) U5m,

(c) q2m, (d) T2m, and (e) SST. The dots indicate the mean values in the interval and the error

bars indicate the standard deviation. The error bars are color-coded with the water mass mode

on each interval. Data are considered between 13th January and 11th April 2020.
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Figure 5. (a) Tracks of the various instruments sampling the SSS-SST front between the

2nd and the 5th of February 2020, color-coded with the water masses they cross. The back-

ground shading indicates the mean MUR-JPL SST between the 2nd and the 5th. (b) Zoom in

on the tracks of the different instruments sampling the SSS-SST front, color-coded with the day

of the year when each measurement was made. Squares represent the Atalante MVP, dots the

ARTHUS/DLs vertical profiles, and inverted triangles the Atalante meteorological mast air-sea

interface sites. The background shading indicates the mean SSS between 2nd and 5th February

2020, and the black contour the mean 34.7 psu isoline chosen to delineate the Amazon plume.

These last two features are obtained with the RS SMAP L3 SSS dataset. The light gray contours

represent the ADT isolines. In both panels, cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddies detected with TOEd-

dies (Laxenaire et al., 2018) are represented by the closed blue (red) contours.
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Figure 6. (a) RV Atalante TSG SST (red) and SSS (blue) time series between 2nd and 5th

February 2020. The shading indicates the sampled water mass. The crosses mark the locations

of the vertical profiles shown in panels (b), (c), (d), and (e), in the same order from left to right.

Density is shown in black, temperature in red and salinity in blue. The MLD is shown as a solid

green line and THERM as a dashed black line.
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Figure 7. SSS binning of (a) mixed layer depth (MLD), (b) OSSMLD index, (c) barrier layer

thickness (BLT) computed as the difference between THERM and MLD, (d) ocean heat content

per unit of area stored between THERM and the mixed layer depth. Colors indicate SST, and

black lines, inverted triangles, and error bars indicate means and standard deviations within the

20 equal-width bins across the full salinity range. The colored dashed vertical lines indicate the

freshest boundaries between clusters in the binning (color-coded with water mass as in Fig. 2).

(e) shows the probability density function (PDF) of the heat potentially released to the atmo-

sphere according to eq. 11 in waters between 34 and 35 psu.
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Figure 8. Averaged vertical profiles from the RV Merian ARTHUS/DL of (a) horizontal

wind speed, (b) vertical wind speed, (c) specific humidity for the 25% lowest Merian TSG SSTs

(cyan, color-coded with the mode cluster) and for the 25% highest Merian TSG SSTs (salmon,

color coded with the mode cluster). Solid lines represent means and shading represents standard

deviations. (d) Box plots of the MABLH calculated from the Merian ARTHUS (red), Atalante

RS (blue), and collocated ERA5 data (lime green). The olive green box plots represent ERA5

[MABLH] and the green box plots represent MABLH’. The five left box plots correspond to the

coldest SST values and the remaining five are computed over the warmest SST values. To max-

imize the number of observations per boxplot and since the SST values vary between data sets,

here we choose the warm (cold) side of the front to be the warmest (coldest) most sampled water

mass.
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Figure 9. SSS binning of the various terms in eq. 12 (a) ∆LHF, (b) ∆LHFU , (c) ∆LHFqs ,

(d) ∆LHFq, (e) ∆LHFU,∆q, and (f) residual. As in Fig. 7, the colors in the markers denote Ata-

lante TSG SST values, and the black lines and error bars denote means and standard deviations

within 20 bins over the full salinity range. The vertical dashed lines represent the freshest salinity

boundaries between the four clusters.

Figure 10. TFB and CFB evaluation in the four water masses. In each bar quartet, from left

to right, the bars represent ∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q, the LHF change as a consequence of the TFB,

the LHF change associated with the CFB, and the difference between the first and the sum of the

second and third. Same color code as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 11. (a) Track of SD1063 sampling the SSS-SST front between 16th and 19th February

2020, color-coded with the water masses it crosses. The background shading indicates the mean

MUR-JPL SST between the same dates. (b) Track of SD1063 color-coded with the time of each

measurement. The gray contours correspond to the ADT isolines, and the thick black contour

delimits the freshwater plume defined by the 34.7 psu isoline. The background shading indicates

the mean RS SMAP L3 SSS between 16th and 19th February 2020. In both panels, cyclonic ed-

dies are represented by thick blue contours and anticyclonic eddies by thick red contours, and

the triangles represent the collocated ERA5 data. Mesoscale eddies are detected with TOEddies

(Laxenaire et al., 2018).
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Figure 12. Histograms of the various Saildrone air-sea variables. (a) SST; (b) specific humid-

ity deficit, defined as the difference between saturation specific humidity (computed as in Buck

(1981)) and q2.3m; (c) 5.2 m wind speed and (d) 5.2 m wind direction; (e) surface current norm

and (f) surface current direction; (g) MLD computed from the shear maximum (MLDshear);

(h) collocated ERA5 MABLH (solid) and MABLH’ (dashed). The probability density functions

(PDFs) in all panels are color-coded with the cluster to which they belong. The [SST-SSS] cen-

troids of each cluster are shown in the legend of (a). Data were collected between 16th and 19th

of February 2020.
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Figure 13. (a) and (b) show the LHF decomposition for the MAPWs and RWs, respectively.

The bars in each plot represent from left to right: ∆LHF, ∆LHFu, ∆LHFqs , ∆LHFq, ∆LHFU,∆q,

and residual. (c) and (d) depict from left to right the decomposition of the total wind speed

contribution to the LHF change (∆LHFU + ∆LHFU,∆q), the TFB contribution, the CFB contri-

bution, and the background contribution. (e) Time series of SSS (blue), ∆LHFqs (yellow), and

MLDshear (brown) across the SSS front (defined as the location where the water mass changes).

Data were acquired between 16th and 19th February 2020.
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Figure 14. (a) Track of SD1064 sampling the freshwater plume front between 31st March and

11th April 2020, color-coded with the water masses it crosses. The background shading indicates

the mean MUR-JPL SST between the same dates. (b) Track of SD1064 color-coded with the

time of each measurement. The gray contours correspond to the ADT isolines, and the thick

black contour delineates the freshwater plume defined by the 34.7 psu isoline. The background

shading indicates the mean RS SMAP L3 SSS between 31st March and 11th April 2020. In both

panels, cyclonic eddies are represented by thick blue contours and anticyclonic eddies by thick red

contours. Mesoscale eddies are detected with TOEddies (Laxenaire et al., 2018).
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Figure 15. Time series along the SD1064 track of (a) TSG SST (black), SSS (blue); (b)

∆LHF (black), ∆LHFU (blue) and ∆LHFq (red); (c) ∆LHFqs (black), ∆LHFU,∆q (blue) and

residual (red); (d) TFB (blue) and CFB (red). The background color indicates the crossed water

mass (see definition in Fig. 2.
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Figure 16. Comparison between the collocated ERA5 SSTs (blue) and (a) the Merian TSG

SST between the 2nd and the 5th of February 2020 and (b) the SD1063 TSG SST between the

16th and the 19th of February 2020.

Figure 17. (a) SD1064 SST mean diurnal cycle (solid lines) of the APWs and MAPWs

(golden) and the rest of the clusters (crimson) and the corresponding standard deviation (shad-

ing). (b) Variance associated to the different PCs of the SD1064 SST time series as a function

of their dominant frequency (red squares). The errorbars denote the 5% and the 95% percentiles

of the each PC’s variance distribution after repeating the SSA 5000 times assuming the PCs are

generated with an AR(1) process.
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Figure 18. (a), (d) and (g) contain wind shear (blue) and wind speed (red) RS vertical pro-

files. (b), (e) and (h) depict θv vertical profiles (pink line) and the MABLH values from the

gradient (parcel) method (pink circles). (c), (f) and (i) show RiB vertical profiles (green) and the

MABLH computed using the RiB method (green stars). In all the panels, the horizontal black

line represents the MABLH calculated with the modified parcel method. Each panel row corre-

sponds to a different location.
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Figure 19. Mean vertical profiles (solid lines) and standard deviations (shading) of (a) Ata-

lante RS horizontal wind speed, (b) RS specific humidity, (c) ERA5 collocated horizontal wind

speed and (d) ERA5 collocated specific humidity. Like in Fig. 8, the profiles are obtained from

the warmest and coldest SST 25% percentiles and are color-coded according to their mode clus-

ter.
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Figure 20. As in Fig. 9 but for the numerical Taylor deconvolution. (a) represents the total

change in ∆LHF, (b) ∆LHFwspd, (c) ∆LHFq, (d) ∆LHFT , (e) ∆LHFSST and (f) Residual
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